Volleyball Player/Team Rating System

A
Serves:
- 90% + serves in bounds
- Focus on power and accuracy
- Always use directional serves
- Predominately uses overhand serve or some jump serve

Volley:
- Always attempts bump, set, spike (90%)
- Able to sustain long volleys
- Consistently able to dig serves
- Accurate placement of returns
- Has designated players (i.e.: setter, hitters)
- Accurate passing (80%)

Experience:
- Always aggressive play
- Plays a lot of volleyball (Multiple Leagues)
- May have played volleyball in college
- Plays to win, not to socialize

B+
Serves:
- Serve success rate 80-90%
- Has developed power and accuracy
- Majority use overhand serve

Volley:
- Almost always attempts bump, set, spike
- Can sustain most volleys
- Digs 75% of serves
- Usually able to place returns accurately

Experience:
- Plays regularly (yearly leagues)
- Usually plays aggressive
- Plays to win, not to socialize
Serve:
- Serve success rate 70-80%
- Has some power and accuracy
- No longer focus on just getting ball over net
- 50/50 Mix between overhand and underhand serves

Volley:
- Tries to use bump, set, spike (60-75%)
- Volleys vary in length
- Digs are hit or miss (50-60%)
- Return accuracy is broad, but focus on placement

Experience:
- Moderate experience (has played in a few leagues)
- Mixture between aggressive and defensive play
- Has developed basic knowledge of play

Serve:
- Serve success is around 50%
- Focus is just to get ball over net
- Uses only underhand serve
- Little power or accuracy

Volley:
- Volleys are short
- Rarely if ever use bump, set, spike
- Rarely digs a serve
- Just tries to get ball over net

Experience:
- Little to no experience
- First year in Rec. League
- Passive or defensive play
- In it more to socialize than to be competitive